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Sepura SRH3900 Hand-Portable Radio

Sepura SRG3500 Mobile Radio

Hardware

Hardware

The SRH3900 will be supplied as a radio unit only with no
antenna and no battery supplied. Should accessories be required
these can be supplied at additional cost to the customer. These
accessories may include for example: Antenna, Battery, ClickFast studs, Cases, Audio accessories.

The SRG3500 will be supplied as a transceiver unit only with no
console or accessories supplied. Should accessories be required
these can be supplied at additional cost to the customer. These
accessories may include for example: Console, Antenna, GPS
antenna, Power lead, Audio accessories.

Licencing

Licencing

The radio will be supplied as a standard unit with no additional
licenced functionality.
Additional licences can be supplied if required by the customer.
These may include for example: Repeater licence.
These licences will be supplied in electronic form to be inserted
into the customer Radio Manager software.

The transceiver will be supplied with active Gateway and
Repeater licence already installed. These licences will also be
supplied in electronic form to be inserted in to the customer
Radio Manager software if required.
Additional licences can be supplied if required by the customer
e.g Dual console licence.

Testing

Testing

All supplied radios will be tested by performing a TMO full
duplex (Trunked Mode) voice call and a DMO half duplex (Direct
Mode) voice test between a known working radio, and the
supplied radio with test accessories.
All supplied radios will be visually and functionally inspected and
supplied as used working devices with the warranty specified
by the customer* included. When a device is returned as faulty
in normal use**, Capita will (FOC) attempt a repair in the first
instance. If repair is not possible a replacement transceiver will
be provided under the terms of the warranty.

All supplied transceivers will be tested by performing a TMO full
duplex (Trunked Mode) voice call and a DMO half duplex (Direct
Mode) voice test between a known working transceiver, and the
supplied transceiver with test accessories.
All supplied transceivers will be visually and functionally
inspected and supplied as used working devices with the
warranty specified by the customer* included. When a device is
returned as faulty in normal use**, Capita will (FOC) attempt a
repair in the first instance. If repair is not possible a replacement
transceiver will be provided.
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